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Honorable Jacob K. Javits 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

March t 5, 1975  

Dear Senator: 

Your comemnication transmitting a letter from 
7( 

	

	concerning the findings of the Warren Commission has been 
referred to me. 

The authors who have criticized the conclusions of the 
Warren Commission do not claim to have any significant new evidence, 
so far as we are aware. Rather, their criticisms and demands for a 
new inquiry are based upon different conclusions they have drawn from 
parts of the same body of evidence that was examined by the Commission. 
The Commission made a thorough inquiry and detailed analysis of the 
facts concerning the assassination. The evidence amply supports the 
basic conclusions of the Commission. In these circumstances, we see 
no basis for a new inquiry. 

It has been publicly reported that Federal Bureau of 
Investigation Director Clarence Kelley stated that the Bureau 
had reviewed all the evidence which is being currently discussed 
and has no intention of reopening the investigation. The 
Warren Commission findings were confirmed. 

I hope that this information is of assistance in responding 
to your constituent. Your enclosure is returned as requested. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN C. KEENEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 
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March 7, 1975 

Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator: 

our communication transmitting a telegram from 	 7C 7t: 7C.- 	requesting that the investigation of the assess na on 
of President Kennedy be reopened has been referred to me.- 

The authors who have criticized the conclusions of the 
Warren Commission do not claim to have any significant new evidence, 
so far as we are aware. Rather, their criticisms and demands for a 
new inquiry are based upon different conclusions they have drawn from 
parts of the same body of evidence that was examined by the Comission. 
The Commission made a thorough inquiry and detailed analysis of the 
facts concerning the assassination. The evidence amply supports the 
basic conclusions of the Commission. In these circumstances, we see 
no basis for a new inquiry: 

I h e that this information is of assistance in responding 
to 	 Your encloalre is returned as requested. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN C. KEENEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 



February 28, 1975 

Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

Because of its specific nature, I have referred your request to 
John C. Keeney, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, 
Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., and asked that office to reply 
directly to you. 

If I can be of additional assistance in this matter, please call upon 
me. 

Sincerely, 

A. Mitchell McConnell, Jr. 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

AMM: im: jmg 

7c 



ALAN GRA NSTON 
CALIFORNi.. . • 

9,ICniteb Ziafes Zenctie 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20310 

February 26, 1975 

To: Office of Congressional Liaison 
Department of Justice 
Constitution Ave. & 10th St., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Enclosure from: 

7c- 

Re: Are there any plans to reonen the investigation of 
President Kennedy's assassination? If not, why not? 

I forward the attached for your consideration. 

Your report, in duplicate, along with the return of the enclosure  
will be appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

rr 

Alan Cranston 

Please address envelope to: 
Senator Alan-77771-Tton 
Senate Office Building 
'v;ashington, D.C. 20510 

Att: 	E. Baum 
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Wadi 7, 1975 

Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator: 

Your communication transmitting a telegram frame...I -A: 
;t1Ill

irequesting that the investigation of the assassination o 
sident Kennedy be reopened has been referred to me. 

The authors who have criticized the conclusions of the 
Warren Commission do not claim to have any significant new evidence, 
so far as we are aware. Rather, their criticisms and demands for a 
new inquiry are based upon different conclusions they have drawn from 
parts of the same body of evidence that was examined by the Commission. 
The Commission made a thorough inquiry and detailed analysis of the 
facts concerning the assassination. The evidence amply supports the 
basic conclusions of the Commission. In these circumstances, we see 
no basis for a new inquiry. 

hope that this information is of assistance in responding 
to 	 Your enclosure is returned as requested. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN C. KEENEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

Enclosure 
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March 3, 1975 

Sk• 

Honorable Alan Cranston 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator Cranston: 

Your correspondence of February 26, 1975, has been received by 
the Office of Legislative Affairs. This Inquiry pertains to the letter of 

Because of its specific nature, I have referred your request to 
John C. Keeney, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, 
Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., and asked that office to reply 
directly to you. 

If I can be of additional assistance in this matter, please call upon 
me. 

Sincerely, 

A. Mitchell McConnell, Jr. 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

AMM: im: jmg 



ALAN 'CRANSTON 
cAtTropeNi A 

lCnifeb Ziates -.Senate 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

February 26, 1975 

To: Office of Congressional Liaison 
Department of Justice 
Constitution Ave. & 10th St., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Enclosure from: 

Re: Are there any plans to reopen the investigation of 
President Kennedy's assassination? If not, why? 

I forward the attached for your consideration. 

Your report, in duplicate, along with the return  of the enclosure  
will be appreciated. 

4c,  

Sincerely, 
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Alan Cranston /215,.._,/ 

Please address envelope to: 
Senator Alan Cranston 
Senate Office BuRECEIVED 
Iashington, D.C. 20510 
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Honorable Harrison A. Williams, Jr. 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator: 

our communication transmitting a letter from,1111111!!2: 

	

A: 	concerning the investigation of the assassin on o t !  
late President John F. Kennedy has been referred to me. 

The authors who have criticized the conclusions of 
the Warren Commission do not claim to have any significant 
new evidence, so far as we are aware. Rather, their criticisms 
and demands for a new inquiry are based upon different conclusions 
they have drawn from parts of the same body of evidence 
that was examined by the Commission. The Commission made 
a thorough inquiry and detailed analysis of the facts concerning 

• ' the assassination. The evidence amply supports the basic 
--,T> conclusions of the Commission. In these circumstances, 
▪ we see no basis for a new inquiry. 

./. 

	

a. 	With particular reference to 	 reference to 
1  the allegation by commedian Dick Gregory about a photograph 

allegedly showing E. HoWard Hunt and others at or near the 
--&)q scene on November 22, 1963, it has been publicly reported that 

Federal Bureau of Investigation Director Clarence Kelley 
stated that the photograph was examined by the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and found not to show the persons named by 
Gregory. Director Kelley said that the Bureau had reviewed all 
the evidence which is being currently discussed and had no 
intention of reopening the investigation. The Warren Commission 
findings were confirmed. 

I hope that this information will be of assistance to you 
in responding to1.111111M Your enclosure is returned as 

?L, 	Sincerely, 

Files 
Rigdon 
Keeney 
OLA Room 1339 

JOHN C. KEENEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

requested. 



:nank you for your ti: rle and effort. 
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HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR., N.J., CHAIRMAN 

JENNINGS RANDOLPH, W. VA. 	JACOB K. JAVITS, N.Y. 
CLAIBORNE ?ELI. R.I. 	 PETER H. DOMINICK. COLO. 
EDWARD H. KENNEDY. MASS. 	RICHARD S. SCHwEIKE R. PA. 
GAYI3RD NELSCP:, WIS. 	 ROBERT TAFT, at., OHIO 
WALTER F. MONDALE, MINN. 	J. GLENN BEALL. JR.. MD. 

THOMAS P. EAGLETON, MO. 	ROBERT T. STAFFORD, VT, 
ALAN CRANSTON. CALIF. 
HAROLD E. HUGHES, IOWA 
WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY, MAINE 

STEWART Z. MCCLURE, STAFF DIRECTOR 
ROBERT E. I`ZAGLE. GENERAL COUNSEL 

• - COMMITTEE ON 
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February 24, 1975 

TO: 
Department of Justice 
Congressional Liaison 

EI;CIOSURE 7ROn: 

Investigation of the assassination of John F. Kennedy 
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Keeney 
OLA Room 1339 

Typed: 3/27/75 
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129-11 

Honorable Jacob K. Javits 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Senator: 

March 

Your communication transmitting a letter from :Ar. Aoward 

10C,Elterman concerning the reopening of the investigation of the 
assassinations of the late President John F. Kennedy, Senator 
Pcbert F. Kennedy, and Dr. Martin Luther King has been referred 

sv 	to me. 

With reference to the death of the late President Kennedy, 
\, 	the authors who have criticized the conclusions of the Warren 

Commission do not claim to have any significant new evidence, 
so far as we are aware. Rather, their criticisms and demands 
for a new inquiry are based =on different conclusions they 

C 	have drawn from parts of the sane body of evidence that 
was examined by the Commission. The Commission made a thorough 
inquiry and detailed analysis of the facts concerning the 
assassination. The evidence amply supports the basic conclusions 
of the Coxnission. In these circumstances, we see no basis 
for a new inquiry. 

It has been publicly reported that Federal Bureau of 
Investigation Director Clarence Kelley stated that the 
Bureau had reviewed all the evidence which is being currently 
discussed and has no intention of reopening the investigation. 
The Warren Commission findings were confirmed. 

With reference to the assassinations of Senator Kennedy 
and Dr. King, both these investigations and the resulting trials 
involved violations of state law, and state court trials. You 
may want to advise your constituent to contact California state 
authorities concerning Senator Kennedy and concerning Dr. Xing, 
the authorities in the state of Tennessee. 

I hope that this information will be of assistance to you 
in responding to your constituent. Your enclosure is returned 
as requested. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN C. MEENEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 
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,ega.c of Su snicion. liL 

Ten years later: 

by Bernard Fenstcrwald Jr. 

Are we any closer to answering the fundamental question: 
Who killed John K ennedy? 

onsider this: each/of the last three Presidential 
elections in the United States has been decided by 

**--A bullets. not ballots. I believe the truth about who 
fired most el the bullets has never been told to the 
American people. 

According to various opinion polls. a majority of 
the American people has never believed that Lee 
Harvey Oswald ;vas a lone, psychopathic killer. And, 
although less clear, ithere have been lingering doubts 
that Sirhan Sirhan was untutored and unpaid for 
his role in the death of Robert Kennedy. or that Ar-
thur Bremer was a loner in his attempt on the life of 
Governor Wallace. or that James Earl Ray was a lone 
killer, not a conspirator, in the fatal attack on Dr. 
Martin Luther King 

In order to lay aside whatever doubts remain, the 
federal government will have to release certain evi-
dence it has kept from public view. It is possible that 
that may happen. Until recently, the researchers and 
critics of the Warren Report confined their activities to 
writing books and articles. Now they are going to 
court. 

Two crucial "freedom of information" cases are, 
in fact, being heard by the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the D.C. circuit, one bearing on evidence in the murder 
of President Kennedy, the other on evidence in the 
murder of his brother. The cases are being considered 
at the same time in a most unusual judicial proceeding 
—en bane, that is, all nine judges sitting together, 
rather than the normal three-judge hearing. 

Doubtless the cases will go to the Supreme Court, 
but their significance is clear. Tough the public is 
generally unaware of these latest developments, the 
books are not closed on the assiissinations, or the at-
tempts, of the past ten years. The truth is finally 
coming out. 

The evidence being sought in tote  assassination of 
President Kennedy is the specty6graphic analyses of 
the bullets and bullet fragment‘ fired in Dallas on the 
fateful day. The man bringing the suit is Harold 
Weisberg, author of the I 'hitereash series. The spec-
trographic analyses th Weisberg wants to see were 
never given to the Warren Commission by the F.B.I. 

y r and would show whether 1 ( 1 of, the bullets and bullet 
fragments came from a ngle weapon. Although they 
could not prove cunclusively that there was or was not 
more than one rifleman in Dealey Plaza, they would be 
powerful evidence in any court of law. Yet the analyses 
were never shown to Chief Justice Warren, and, pre-
dictably, they were withheld from Harold Weisberg as 
well. 

So, in 1970, 1Ir. 'Weisberg went to court. In the U.S.' 
Iiistrict Court, Mr. Weisberg was given no relief by 
the Chief Judge, John Silica, of Watergate fame. 
After lengthy deliberation, however, the Court of Ap- 

peals reversed Judge Sirica. It was this reversal which, 
at the government's insistence, initiated the rehearing 
en bane. 

The other of the two cases is being brought by the 
Committee to Investigate Assassinations—a group of 
persistent researchers of which I am the director. Our 
suit asks. for access to the 4000-page F.B.I. report on 
the murder of Robert Kennedy. 

Although,  the Los Angeles murder was a California 
crime, not a federal crime, the F.B.I. got into the case 
immediately and turned over its file to the Los Angeles 
District Attorney. It was subsequently given to Sirhan 
and his defense staff, who permitted two writers to 
see it. The results were two highly successful books, 
Robert Kaiser! R.F.K. Must Die and Robert Hough-
ton's Special Unit Senator, but no one else has seen the 
file. Since the basic tenet of the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act is that "what is available to one citizen must 
be made available to all," the Committee to Investigate 
Assascinations sued the Department of Justice for 
access to the tile. 

Those of us interested in probing the J.F.K. murder 
more deeply than the Warren Commission have been 
encouraged by a number of recent events. One of these 
is part of an interview with Lyndon B. Johnson, short-
ly before his death, by Leo Janos (Atlantic Monthly, 
July, 1973) : . 

"During coffee, the talk turned to President Ken-
nedy, and Johnson expressed his belief that the as-
sassination in Dallas had been part of a conspiracy. 
'I never believed\ that Oswald acted alone, although I 
can accept that he\pulled the trigger.' Johnson said that 
when he had taken office he found that we had been 
operating a damned Murder Inc. in the Caribbean.' A 
year or so before Kennedy's death a C.I.A.-backed as-
sassination team had been picked up in Havana. John-
son speculated that Dallas had been a retaliation for 
this thwarted attempt, although he couldn't prove it. 
'After the Warren Commission reported in, I asked 
Ramsey Clark I then Attorney General I to quietly look 
into the whole thing. Only two weeks later he reported 
back that he couldn't find anything new.' Disgust 
tinged Johnson's voice as the conversation came to an 
end. 'I thought I had appointed Tom Clark's son—I 
was wrong.' " 

We now know that the Kennedy Administration did 
consider a number of attempts on Castro's life, not lust 
the one recalled by President Johnson. Another is out-
lined by Watergater E. Howard Hunt Jr. in his recent 
book about the Ilay of Pies. 

Paralleling this development has been the quiet de-
classification of :V few documents in the National 
Archives dealing (ith Oswald's trip to Mexico shortly y 
before the Da Ha.' murder. Close examinit ion of these 
newly released d euments 	(Contineen on puuc 14;1) 

ESQUIRE! NoviKinEn 141 



(Continued- from page 141) makes it c 	',that thew 
were at lelist two Lee Harvey Oswalds in Mexico at 
that time—An-estimably one was "our" Lee Harvey Os-
wald; the identity of the other is unknown. There are. 
however, thri.e rather good- photographs of the "other" 
Oswald, and it\ i; hoped That his identity might some-
day be established: Whether or not he was involved in 
the murder is unknown; but a massive manhunt for 
him was conducted in Mexico by agents of the F.B.I. 
and C.I.A. for the six weeks immediately preceding the 
assassination ; ostensibly, he was never located . . . or 
was he in Dallas? 

This "second Oswald" theme is not new. J. Edgar 
Hoover warned that the F.B.I. had information that 
another person might be using the Lee Harvey Oswald 
identity while "ours" was in Russia (1059-1962). and 
a whole book, The Second Oswald by Professor Richard 
Popkin, deals primarily with a second (or even a third) 
person using the identity in Texas just prior to the 
murder. 

Of more recent date is the examination of the photo-
graphs and prays from J.F.K.'s autopsy by one of the 
country's leading forensic pathologists, Dr. Cyril Wecht 
of Pittsburgh' Dr. Wecht is a physician and an at-
torney; he is research professor of law and director of 
the Institute of Forensic Sciences, Duquesne Univer-
sity School of Law, as well as coroner in Pittsburgh. 
He is the first critic of the Warren Commission to be 
given permission to see these crucial pieces- of evidence 
which, like the ballistics evidence, were never shown to 
the Warren Commission itself. After spending two 
days in minute examination of the photographs and X 
rays which have been preserved (many have been 
"lost"), Dr. Wecht has reported in Modern Medicine 
last November: 

"The assassination 'f President John F. Kennedy 
nine years ago last x eek simply did not happen the 
way the Warren Co mission said it did. I state this 
because it is clear to me, from a strictly scientific point 
of view, based on My examination of available records, 
that the commissiim failed to make its case. 

"Moreover, it is myijudgment that more than one 
person was involved iz the shooting of President Ken-
nedy. And I also believe that it is still possible to un-
ravel the mystery—at least the scientific aspects of it. 

"The end of the thread is to be found in the assas-
sination evidence in the National Archives, Washing-
ton, D.C." 

Turning from John Kennedy to Robert Kennedy, 
there are a number of new developments which raise 
fresh questions as to whether Sirhan was a lone killer. 
No doubt, Sirhan was in the hotel pantry firing madly 
with his .22. The question is: WO he the one who 
fatally wounded Senator Kennedy. pr was someone else 
also firing a gun in the pantry th, t night? One might 
well ask, how can there be any doubt about the mur-
der? There were thirty to forty witnesses who "saw 
Sirhan do it," and, after,a-tl. Sirhan offered to plead 
guilty. How could there;:eriously be any question? 

In the first place, eyewitnesses in such a situation 
are frequently confused, imprecise, and contradictory. 
There was, however, at. least one point on which they 

d , 
seemed to agree: Sirh a n, when he began firing, was 
in front of R.F.K. a 	a number of feet away. But 
consider these facts: 

.;hots which hit R.F.K. were fired f am behind him, 
1) The coroner's report shows that 	three of the 

from below, and at a maximum range of six incites. 
In fact, the powder burns show, that the fatal shot, 
which entered his head behind the/right car, was fired 
.;illy one inch from his skull. Sitilian was never in a  

poejtion to fire this shot:. 	when the coroner tried 
to testify at the trial, he a-as ordered by the judge 
to skip the "gory details." But gory details are pre-
cisely the subject matter of a corener's testimony. 

27 ',The oflicea- who testified at the trial that he had 
performed ballitics tests on Sirhan's gun gave the se-
rial number of !‘n entirely different gun. The where-
abouts of the actual murder weapon is unknown. 

3) Several key witnesses, including a part-time 
guard standing at R.F.K.'s elbow, were never called. 

-1) Last, and probably most important. Sirhan's chief 
counsel at the time of the trial. Grant Cooper, has re-
cently recanted in a long affidavit, which confesses that 
the information he has gained since the trial, if true, 
would justify further investigation. 

In recent months, Sirhan has obtained a new at-
torney, Roger Hanson, who is attempting to get a new 
trial. Unfortunately, Sirhan's legal situation (plea of 
not guilty, followed by a "trial," not on his guilt but 
on his state of mind, and then a conviction) is very 
bleak. In all likelihood, if the full truth is to come out, 
it will not be as a result of a new trial but rather the 
diligence of private citizens who refuse to let his case 
remain buried. There are a number of investigators 
who are pursuing the case, year after year, in hopes of 
putting enough evidence together to force the State of 
California to re-try Sirhan in a proceeding in which 
more than his "state of mind" will be at issue. 

rn he case 1;•f :lames Earl Ray, the alleged killer of 

t Dr. Martin Luther King, is not dissimilar. One 
point of difference, however, is that Ray pleaded 

guilty and was sentenced to ninety-nine years in 
person. 

It is Ray's contention that his guilty plea was in-
voluntary. He claims that he was first heid it aoIit~ry 
confinement for nine months, and then pressured by 
his own lawyer and the judge into pleading guilty. At 
the hearing, where he pled guilty, he tried, he claims, 
to get up and tell the truth, but he was quickly ordered 
to sit down by his lawyer and the judge. 

Although Ray's trial was a sham, he has never been 
able to get even an evidentiary hearing on the issue of 
whether his guilty plea was coerced. He has been 
through all of the Tennessee courts twice without suc-
cess. More recently, he was turned down by the U.S. 
District Court in Nashville. His case is now before the 
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati, and eventually it will 
go to the Supreme Court. As of this writing, he is be-
ing held in maximum security in a cell by himself. in 
"segregation" as the official term has it. This treat-
ment is not for disciplinary reasons but for "adminis-
trative" purposes; two excuses are given: if he were 
let out of solitary, he might be harmed by other pris-
oners or he might escape. So James Earl Ray moulders 
away in solitary. If he is kept there long enough, he 
won't be of much. help. in his own defense, even if he 
is awarded a trial. 

e now come Arthur Bremer, the "loner" who 
7 Wa- 

y
has been convicted of shooting Governor Wa-

y lace. 
There -is the question, of course, of Bremer's fi-

nances\ He was a ne'er-do-well busboy and dishwasher. 
Yet, before the shooting, he flew around the country, 
stayed at`the Waldorf-A:Mk-la, and hired a chauffeur-

.driven lime\sine. It simply doesn't tit. 
Anil then there is Bremer's diary. Like Sirhan. he 

never kept a diary until several months before he was 
involvedn a political murder. And what about the am- 
munition Bremer used. . 	(Continued on page .265) 
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ty police of suspect sought 
rtin Luther King Jr. is said 

by research group to reseml le picture of man taken into 
custody by police near K vnedy assassination scene. 

• 
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Sketch made by the meKico 
for slaying of the Rev. Dr. Ti 

iPhoios C cd by Researc Group in Kennedy Deali  
_ • _ 

)•• 
By PETER KHISS

.1 
 / 

	

- 	, 
,A. research group de..-;ing a '..- 

'mew Investigation of Prkident ; 
<ennedy's assassinationI Said 

:yesterday that it  was-F.*eIong 
dlie Identity of two OI,i

li.
three 

men photographed in ))lice 
7clistody in Dallas just aftta- the 
•fatal shooting Nov. 22, 1963. • 
:• The Kennedy Assassilkation 

.; ; Inquiry Committee, whose na- 
I itional chairman is Trent Gough, 
e ; Canadian actor, said 1, the 
licture of one long-nosed, 
thin-lipped man resembled a 

1 M 	 4 exico City police sketch 	a 
;suspect in the murder of the 
!Rev. Dr. Martin Luther I ing 
r.  

II ;The Mexican sketch or ass 
.A.  pril 10 was drawn by Ser do 
?althea asscrtcdly from a; e- 
scription provided by the. I: .1- 

' oral Bureau) of Investigation,t 
- RicharASprague, a mana..e-
tnent consi Cant and pho o-
graph researc cr, said that t 
three men mig . have been 1 
innved from fre.glet cars in 
railroad yard jus ahem' of 14 
;assassination site in Dealet 
Pliaa in Dallas within 45 min-, Will  Fritz, chief of the hood 

, ides to an hour after the shoot- cide bureau. 
fng. 
Pd Ile noted testimony before 

ii

m- Warren Commission in- The third of the three men, 
iiiry into the assassination in Mr. Sprague said, may have 

'vhich D. V. Harkness, a Dal- been identified in another re-
as police sergeant, said that port in which Deputy Sheriff 
ie and other men had pulled C. L. Lewis listed that day 

some "tramps and hoboes" off one "Lonnie Ray Wright w/m/ 
R long freight train that was 3 ';time looser [sic), drunk, put 
bout to leave the yards, and in jail. Was on P.R track." 

1 lacli tgh.ent taken in for qucs- The questions were raised / niin   
doting a news conference at 

Ile also cited a report in the\ Taft Hotel. Mr Gough, 30 
nmmission 	documents 	in yea s old, said the committee 

; which Deputy Sheriff Harold was formed last November as \t  
, r. Elkins, of the Dallas sher- tin! Itizens Committee of .1n-
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The 	commit tee 	has 	is 
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1,000 persors, he said, an 
sponsored four public protrae; 
at Carnegie Hall and the Or 
&worn Theater, 126 Secora 
Avenue, last winter to he.: 
critics of the Warren repot: 
Mr. Gough said his committee 
did not subscribe to any throe:. 
of its own, and had "no poli•i 
ea! alleriance s, left or right." 

IM r. Sprague said he v.-as no 
a member of the committee ba 
had spent a year and a he.I 
gathering and studying photo 
graplts taken around the titre 
of the'assassination. 

Ile ?yid he had listed 51f 
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Cites Deputy's Report 

taken three prisoners brought . id, in part not to be con-
in by a policeman from the 
railroad yards and had turned 
them over to Police Capt. J. 

His 
is that I': 
"caught. ii 
from thre 
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sixth floor 
School Boc 
where the 
eluded that 
Harvey Osw 

. Mr. Saraaue said, 
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c Depository fron• 
commission Col-
hone assassin, Lee 
Id, had fired. 
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Lone Assassins or Politivil Consoirators? 

Howard Eltsrmln 

An Article for SorAst7 magazin . 



The recent attempted assassination of Governor Wallace has 

once again bra" 	forth, the sae clichend inadequate explana- • 

tionb from government officials and the mass media that reverberated 

during the 1960's to explain the political assuSsinations of that de-
.cade. 

For example, a New York Times editorial dramatically entitled 

"Anarchy Once Again" warns us that these cowardly crimes are.... 

"reflections of the hatred and polarization that are rampant in Ameri-

can society today." 
Syndicated columnists such as Max Lerner and Harriet Van Horne 

have eagerly pointed to the alleged similarities between the man ac-

cused of shooting George Wallace and Lee Harvey Oswald, James Earl Ray 

and Sirhan Sirhan. 
These similarities were succintly capsulized in another New York 

Times editorial: 
4 

"Of the 4 men convicted or accused in the shooting of President 

Kennedy, Senator Kennedy, Dr. King, and Governor Wallace, not one was 
a political assassin in the traditional sense of a .disciplined and de-

liberate killer committing an act of terror on behalf of a coherent 

political group. instead, all. were loners apparently mentally or emo-

tionally deranged in some degree." 

A theoretical framework for such a position is developed in the 

William Crotty article, "Presidential Assassinations" which appeared 

in the May 1972 issue of Society. 
Unfortunately, unlike the glib assurances of the New York Tines 

editorials, there is a serious contradiction throughout the Crotty 

article. 
On the one hand, the writer admits that to understand assassina-

tions of prominent American political leaders "as individual acts that 

result from the pathological drives of the Killers':.are of little val-

ue in explaining the persistence of the murders over time or their 

broader implications." 
qqntrary to this warning, however, Professor Crotty in the article 

proceeds to analyze presidential assassinations as isolated events 

committed by "non-conspirators" who were "fringe members of society" 
and "virtually all mentally unstable." This approach which focuses on 

the peculiarities of a given assassination is summarized by Table 

which lists the target,assailant, his age, occupation, Weapon. and 
other vital statistics of nine presidential assassinations and assault 



Bremer, the ar ,4.sed assailant of the Gor'rnor. Thus, one hasn't a 

moment to lose:, in what appears to be an already promising year for 
new political murders, to take a fresh look at the threemajor politic 

,assabsinations of the 1960's-the killings of John Kennedy, Martin Lu-

ther King and Robert Kennedy. 

Was there a lone assassin responsible for each of these deeds or 
;1,7S 

is there evidence of a conspiracy (conspiracies) that,thave) beem sup-

pressed by tne government and the mass media? 
A brief examination of each of these murders reveals the following 

unanswered questions and suspicious circumstances never successfully 

dealt with by the versatile, but limited, lone assassin theory. 

I The Assassination of President Kennedy- 

A - The precise assassination method used in Dallas was spelled out 

in detail for authorities nearly two ,weeks in advance of the event; ac-

cording to a conversation recorded by a Miami undercover agent:on Nov. 

9, 1963. 
B - According to the P31, there was evidence that only two shots 

could have been fired from Oswald's gun because of a .badly dented. ca-

sing that would have prevented it from holding a cartridge. The Warren 

Commission had to account for three shots being fired from Oswald's 

gun. 

C - The Zapruter films of the Kennedy motorcade established the fact 

that it would have been impossible for 2 shots to be fired from Oswald. 

rifle in the time interval between the wounding of President Kennedy 

as recorded on the film and the wounding of Governor Connolly. Connoll-

his wife and all. other witnesses testified that there were two separate 
shots and therefore at least two assassins. 

As a result, the Warren Commission was forced to develop its in-

.plausible single bullet theory to account for a lone assassin's bullet 

hitting Kennedy in the upper back, coming out through the throat:after 

passing through only soft tissue, rushing down into Governor Connolly's 

back,,ti;.avelling through his body and in the process shattering a rib 

and fracturing his right wrist and gashing his thigh. This miraculous 

bullet was later found on a stretcher in Parkland Hospital virtually 

undamaged. 

D - Josiah Thompson in his book, Si: Seconds in 11.:1113  minutely in-
vestigated all the photographic evidence of the actual asnassintten. 

He concluded that Kennedy and Connolly were hit by separate shots__ 



hence there had to be more than one assassin. 
f. 

Richard S_ 	ph5togr..tphic resrcher, spent 1 years gather- 
ing and studying photograohs taken around the tine of the assassination 
In a.private monograph he has listed 510 such .photOgra-.)hs counting any 

movie sequence as only one. He has concluded that President Kennedy 

was caught in a crossfire by shots from three and possibly more per-

sons--none of which were in the 6th floor window of the Texas School 

Depository from where the Commission concluded the lone assassin Lee 

Harvey Oswald fired. 

E - Jesse Curry, retired Police chief of Dallas,- stated in a re-

cent book that "The physical evidence and eye witnesses accounts do 

not clearly indicate what took place on the 6th floor of the Texas. 

School Depository at the time Kennedy was assassinated." The former 

police chief said the key witness used by the Warren Commission had 

not told a consistent story to the police when he said he had seen a 

sniper shoot the President. 

F - Dr. Milton Halpern, New York City Medical Examiner and nation-

ally recognized forensic expert, has concluded that one of the bullets 

that hit President Kennedy was travelling in an almost straight line 

or even a little upward. This would be a difficult path for a bullet 

to follow if it had been originally fired from the height of the sixth 

floor depository, unless the projectile was capable of transcending 

the laws of gravity. 

Helpern bases his hypothesis on two premises; Kennedy was not lean-

ing forward in the car Which the Zapruter film demonstrates, and the 

bullet entrance and exit wounds on the President's back and throat as 
revealed by the released autopsy reports-(no critic of tie Warren Re-

port, including Dr. Helpern has been permitted to examine the full 

autopsy reports that would conclusively confirm how many bullets hit 

the President. The Kennedy family sealed the autopsy evidence in the 

National Archives shortly after the assassination.) 

G - Sylvia Odio, a 30 year old Cuban emige active in anti-Castro 
movements was living in Dallas in late Sept. 1963 when three men came 

to her hone. They told her they were members of the anti-Castro under-
ground novement. Two appeared to be Cubans and one was introduced as 
Leon Oswald. The day after this visit she received a telephone call. 
from one of the visitors who told her Leon Oswald was an ex-Marine, 

crack marksmen and that he felt John Kennedy should be killed after 
the Bay of Pigs Fiasco. Mrs. Odio, the Warren Co!rnission investitcv.:; 



conceded, had supplied details she couldn!t possibly have known had 

the meeting-no-v taken place. Investigns also sliowed that Mrs. Odic 

had disCussed the Sept. visit with her doctor.a,fe-4 days after the 

.event had occurred and had written a letter to her father shortly thee-_ 

after inquiring about the three men. The Warren Commission chose to 
let the matter drop. 

H - Dallas police claimed they had never heard of Lee Oswald right 
up to the time of the assassination. Yet in a memorandum drawn up by 

the detective division on the afternoon of the assassination they had 

revealed knowledge of an old and obscure address of Oswald. 
1 - Jack Ruby was intimate with many members of the Dallas police. 

He had been repeatedly arrested, twice on charges of carrying a hidden 
weapon. Four of the five officers grouped around Oswald when he was 

shot had known Ruby for a period of 1.0 to; 12 years, and of the 70 po-

licemen present at the murder scene, 40 were acquainted with Ruby. Ap-
parently the security net protecting Oswald on the morning of Nov. 24, 

1963 conveniently- was not designed'to exclude a person of Ruby's back-

ground and influence. 

J - After Oswald had defected to Russia, denounced his country to 
American officials and declared he meant to tell the Russians all he 

knew about the American radar system, he was permitted to return. to thi: 
country. Strangely, not one red warning card was filed in his record 

despite State Department regulations that make the filing of such a 

warning data mandatory in cases of possible subversives. The P.B.L. 
CIA and the Navy did not request such lookout card procedures on Os-

wald--something it routinely does in much less publicized cases. 

In spite of his background the State Department not only financed 

his return to America with a loan but helped to pressure the Immigratior. 
Department to admit his Russian born wife Marina. 

Oswald was known to FBI agent James Hosty Jr. whose name, car li-

censed plate number and unlisted telephone number Oswald wrote down in 

his nov-book. 
PlIrthermora a reporter, Lonnie Hudkins whose source was a Dales 

sheriff told the Warren Commission that Oswald was a paid informer for 
the FBI. The Warren Commission never questioned the reporter or his 
source and accepted the word of the FBI and CIA that neither agency had 

ever employed Oswald. 

At the time of Oswald's defection. to 	IJ.:.ri.suJritte Oswald an- 
grily claimed her son was a CIA agent. Jim Garrison, D,A. of New C,-7en: 



has also rev—led e-iid6nee that Jack Re.ey was a gun runner to Cuba, 

in the early 1960's and both he and Oswald were involved with the CIA 
spensored anti _Castro guerilla movement being trained in Southern La. 
in the early 1960's. 

K - Richard Griesbredt, a reputable Winnipeg Canadian businessman 

reported to the F21 on Feb. 13, 1964 that he overheard two - men in an 

airport .restaurant discuss inside details of.the Kennedy assassination 

A few weeks later he claimed the FBI called him back and told him to 
forget what he heard, "it's too big." One of the men identified by 

Griesbredt was David Perrie, an ex-CIA agent and a central figure in 

New Orleans DA Jim Garrison's investigation of a conspiracy to murder 

President Kennedy. 
Ferrie later committed suicide before Garrison had a chance to sue 

poena him to testify at the Clay Shay: trial. Although Garrison was un-
able to convict businessman Clay Shaw of conspiring in New Orleans to 

- kill Kennedy, the trial in 1970 did reveal evidence of a conspiracy in 

Dallas which resulted in the death of the President. (Garrison over th 

years has been'harassed by the Federal goverrmen-t in his investigation 

of the assassination including threats by the former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark to prosecute him on misconduct in office, and the release 

of an army medical document claiming Garrison was mentally unstable. 

Recently the Justice Department accused Garrison of accepting bribes 
and brought an indictment against him. The chief prosecution witness 

• in a press conference at the end of May accused the Justice Department 
of paying him to frame Garrison. 

L - Concerning the continued secrecy surrounding the assassination: 

Lyndon Joanson sealed away 250 key documents of the murder ire the Nati-
onal Archives until 2038. 

According to Anthony Russo--co-conspirator with Daniel .e'llsberg in 

the Pentagon plot and former Rand employee-e-there exists in the Rand 

Corporation a study of the Kennedy Assassination--Project Star. It's a 
partiz6larly special study and its classification is higher than top 

secret. Only a few Rand employees even know of its existence. 

One wonders how anxious the N. Y. Times is to exeose this secret 

document in view of its consistent supoort of the Warren Commission's 
conclusions, including the paperback publication of the report. 

Cyril Wecht, forensic expert from Pittsbure:h, has stated Chat C26  

reporter Lan ?.ether told him most dashington retorters believe there 
was a conosircy to kill Presideut Kennedy. Somehow, this s!.ceptieism 



of the Warr-e: - Commission.'s co!.clusiom,  las not yet manifested itself 

An1 any of the network news programs over the past ten years. 

'Although there is much less information available to critics of 
the official versions of the Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy as-
sassinations, certain unanswered questions remain in both these mur-
ders. These point to the possibility of a similar conspiracy in each 
case and government and media- suppression of this fact. 

II 	 Assassination of Mart .n  
A - James Earl Ray, the accused assa2sin of Kin,3, pleaded guilty 

to the murder without the benefit of a trial. At this sentencing to 93 
years at the Tennessee State Prison Ray calimed there was a conspiracy 

to kill the civil rights leader. 

The following year Ray made a state:aent to his brother at the pris 
He said Federal agents recruited him ostensibly to help overthrow Fide 
Castro's Cuban regime and that they killed King. He was quoted as hav-

ing told his brother "I am not the only one in on this." His brother 
further reported that Ray told him there was someone else in on this 
deal but it had been hushed up by the FBI. Ray also told William Huie, 
the writer that a blond Cuban named Raoul had hired him to kill King. 

In the three years since his abbreviated trial Ray has attempted 
to appeal his 99, year prison sentence on the grounds that he was coer-

ced into entering a guilty plea while on trial in March 1969. All such 

appeals for a post conviction relief hearing or for a new trial have 
been denied by the Tennessee Courts. 

B - On March 15, 1969 a supermaret owner told a N.Y. Post reporte 
Ted Poster that one hour before King was assassinated on a motel bal-
cony he overheard a Memphis businessman tell a telephone caller: 

"I'm not going to pay you a damned thing until the job is done. 

You can shoot the son of a bitch on the balcony." 

Tie supermarket owner said a few minutes later when the caller. 
rang back, the businessman, sitting with an associate told him: "Naw, 

I don't want you around this place. You can picc  up the 's5,000 from my 
brother in New Orleans." 

Both the Memphis police and the FBI allegedly checked out the re-

port and found it false. 
C - Besides information lia%..in;-  Ray and Oswald to the CIA, 

agents and anti-Castro Cubans, here an: °tiler parallels betwoen th-a 
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two assassinat—ns. Id both Dallas and 	phis the police radio net- 

works were penetrated. Within minutes after Kennedy was shot, the Dal-
las police radio was broadcasting a description of a suspect--he re- 

sembled Oswald--that to this day is of unknown origin. Similarly within 

minutes after the King shooting, the Memphis police radio was describir 

a police chase of a white Mustang thought to be the getaway car; po-

lice spokesmen now say the chase never took place. 
A few days after King was killed a white Mustang registered to Eric 

Starvo Galt, an alias used by Ray, was found in Atlanta. In the car waz 
a "map with circles drawn around King's house and church. A Dallas cit7: 

map also with circles drawn around the Book Depository Building and 

several points along the motorcade route were found among Oswald's po- 

ssessions after his arrest. 	. 

D - New Orlenas,- the•city Garrison belieyes was important in the 

Kennedy assassination also plays a role in. the King murder. As we have 

already pointed out, the supermarket owner claimed the city of New Or-

leans was mentioned in the suspicious telephone conversation of the 

Memphis businessman shortly before King was killed. 

Also, Galt (alias Ray) claimed he formerly worked in a New Orleans 

shipyard. In 1967 he told several friends in Los Angeles that he had 

to make a trip to New Orleans to see an "important' industrialist." He 

made •a trip in the white Mustang. TheFBI learned that Galt had lengthy 

meetings with a prominent industrialist at the Provincial Motor Lodge 

on Dec. 17th and 19th, 1967. 

E - Witnesses widely disagreed in their descriptions Of the man al-

leged to be Ray who registered in a downtown Ilemphis flophouse over-

looking the balcony of the hotel where King was killed. 
F - Who got a duplicate driver's license in Alabama for Ray in late 

Feb. 1968? Ray had obtained a license in Oct. 1957 using the name Eric 

Starvo Galt. On Feb. 28, 1968,.Ray, still using the Galt alias, was in 

L.A. taking a course in the International School of Bartending. On that 

day,,d)meone called the Alabama Highway Patrol. driver's license divisic 

in Montgomery and asked that. a duplicate of Galt's drivers license be 

sent to an address Ray had used in Birmingham when he was establishing 

his identity as Galt. The duplicate driver's license was mailed to Bir-

mingham on Feb. 28th and a bill. with 25 cents was returned to Montgomer 

by mail four days later; hay was still. in (9%1lifornia at thio time. 

G - How was Ray, with a record as a barabling petty criminal r.bla tc 



finance extensive travels and-leave a bildering trail of false clues 

to his identi„j-  bothbefol.e and after t"i assassination in cities acro2 

the United states, :Mexico, Canada, England anA,Portugal? Specifically, 

Ray.was able to pick the names of three Toronto residents whoa he could  

pass for physically to use as aliases and from whom he used for three 
filse passports. 

H - Where did Ray get the 315,000 or more that he spent during the 
. year he was free after. escaping from the Missouri State Penitentiary 
before King was killed? Ray was toted by his brother as having said 

did not commit robbery to aciuire the money he had from the time of 

his escape from jail to his arrast on Jane 8, 1968. :;uropean papers an 
the underground press in America claim Ray had in his possesSion 
$400,000 in small bills at the time of his arrest. 

How' was it that the FBI sent out the wrong set of fingerprints for 
Ray after he escaped from jail?--a very unusual mistake for the Bureau 

to make. 

III - The Assassination of Robert -::ennedv  
A - Theodore Charach, a investigtive journalist, has filed a suit 

against Mayor Yorty, the police chief and the district attorney of Los 

Angeles. He claims they "deliberately, intentionally and knowlingly su-

ppressed facts and evidence" in the assassination of Robert Kennedy. 

The suit claims "substantial evidence" that Kennedy was killed by a 
shot fired by a second gunman and not the convicted Sirhan. L r. Char-
ach has spent the last 3 years investigating the Kennedy killing. 

B - A ballistic expert at the trial of Sirhan claimed the fatal bul- 
let that killed Kennedy was fired approximately one inch away." The ' 
alleged two other shots had come from one to six inches away. From 
photographs and the television videotapes, it appeared Sirhan was ne-
ver that close to Robert Kennedy in the kitchen oassageway. 

C - The 3 shots allegedly fired by Sirhan wounded not only Kennedy 
3 times--but also hit 5 other people. At the trial a ballastics expert 
admit‘i that some of the bullet fragments were so damaged that "I 
would not say positively that they come from the same gun." 

D.- On August 24, 1971, Lop Angeles Deputy DA Richard Hecht made 
the disclosure that some of the evidence in the Robert Kennedy assass-
ination case is missing. The missing evidence includes copies of ex-
hibits introduced during the Sirhan court proceedings. He refused to 
elaborate. 
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E - The grai,_ jury called to investig 	reports of tampering with 

eihibits from the 3irhan trial (item D) was told by DA Hecht that im- 
• • • 

portant additional evidence had been found. He refused to elaborate. 
Although the last two items appeared 10 months ago in small wire 

press stories one of which was buried in the New Yor"e-  Post on page 25, 

this writer has not been able to find any follow-up information to the 

story in the mass media. 
This pattern of blackouts by government officials "who refuse to 

elaborate" and the mass media which refuses to report or investigate 
has remained consistent since Nov. 22, 1963. Almost all of the unan-

swered questions and suspicious facts raised in this article are based 

on independent research conducted or facts publicized by critics of the 
official versions of the three assassin atiens. If these issues have 

been reported at all by the press they have usually been filler items 
buried in the back of the newspaper. The New York Times for example 

which assembled a large team of reporters to edit and publish the Pen-
tagon Papers has yet to investigate any of the many unanswered question. 

about these three assassinations. In fact, as we have pointed out, the 

only references. to these assassinations in the last few years in the 
mass media has been in recent days to compare the alleged lone assass-

ins of the 1960's to Arthur Bremer-"the lonely wierdo"-accused of try-

ing to kill. Wallace. 

What is one to make of all this? Perhaps the saddest commentary is 

that after the last 10 years one is not even shocked about the way the 

establishment has dealt with these political assassinations. After the 

lies, deceit, repression and brutality of American institutions during 

the last decade ranging geographically from Vietnam to Kent State, and 
in documents from the Pentagon Papers to the Dita Beard memo, the un-

thinkable is indeed possible. 
Namely, that conspirators and possibly even Federal agents were in-

volvedp.  one or more of these three assassinations. Furthermore, in 

the name of national security and in order to restore a sense of legiti-

macy to the government, distinguished Americans such as Earl Warren, an 
Ramsey Clark, as they have done so often in the past, as well as instil 
tions from the Justice Department to the New York Times have become ac-
cessories to the three murders by suppressing or deliberately not in-
vestigating or reporting-such evid?nce. 

If indeed those who do not orofit from history are forced to .1 14'-  
it, how many more assassinations of political figures must occur :,`01.° 



the American' 2olic, their socielos.ists nd political leaders begin 
to ask some difficult questions 7 These questions will involve critical 

issues such as the very legitimacy of the American government-, the fu- ., 
tility of electoral change, the future poseibilites of a police state, 
with a present invisible ruling government, the immorality of even de-
cent politicians, the role of intelligence agencies in the American 
political process, the independence of the mass media and the very no-
tion of how democratic we really are as a nation. 

As one can observe these auestions are of a more profund and frigh 

ening nature than those posed by the all purpose lone assassin theory 

which allows spokesmen of establishment institutions to discuss gun 
control legislation, condemn violence in American life and bemoan 
our collective guilt. It also fits conveniently every political 

murder or attempted assassination irregardless of the suspicious 

circumstances involved in the crime or7the unanswered questions left 

dangling afterwards. 

- Postcript - 	At the time this article was completed a very straniz7, 

news item was reported in the mass media. Five men ,f/r,  

arrested on June 17 for breaking into the headquarters 
of the Democratic National Committee in Washington D.C. 
The police said that they possessed sophisticated eaves-

.dropping devices and photographic devices and photograph 
equipment. 

The background of these men has a strilcingly fami-
liar ring to it, especially for critics of the official 

versions of the John Kennedy and Martin Luther King as-

sassinations. As Tad Szulc reported in the N.Y. Times 

of June 18, "A reconstruction of the backgrounds of 

those allegedly involved in the raid on the Democratic 

headquarters suggested that all at different times has 

had links with the C.I.A. and anti-Cuban operations". 

Presently all five men have close ties with Cuban refu-
gee groups supporting the re-election of President Nixon. 

Specifically, the leader of the grout is Cuban-born 

Bernard Barker who under the code name "Llacho" acted for 
the C.I.A. in planning the .nay of Pigs operation. Anothl--  
one of the arrated men, James McCord, worked for the 

C.I.A. from 1951 to 1970. He also played a role in prk-rp:1- 



fore tae Bay of Pige. nvasion. 

The Washington Post said McCord served until four 

tuber' 
 

months ago in a'special fifteen m 	military reserve 

unit that develops lists of radicals and draws up contin-
gency plans for the censorship of the mass media and the 

U.S. mail. McCord until this unfortunate incident was 

employed as the security co-ordinator for the Committee 

for the Re-election of President Nixon and also, served as 

a security agent for the Republican National Committee. 

The connections be 	these five men, the CIA, the 

Bay of Pigs, and the Republican Party became clearer 
in a recent Washington Post etory. Federal sources re-

vealed that address books owned by the alleged leader 

of the group Bernard Barker and another member Eugenio 

Martinez contained the name and telephone number of 

Howard Hunt, a forme-)lund-red dollar e day White House 
consultant. Next to Hunt's name in the address book were 

nDtations, "W. Whits" and "W.H." 

Mr. Hunt by an odd coincidence was also an agent cf 

the C.I.A. from 1949 to 1970 where he held a top post. 

Hunt in 1971 and this year had worked as an consultant 

to White House special counsel Charles Colson. 	Colson 

has been described as one of the "original backroom boys' 
to President Nixon. 

Mr. Hunt was said by Cuban sources to have met about 

two weeks ago in Miami with Bernard Barker, lead.-.r of 

the arrested group. Mr. Barker was an aide to 	Hunt 
during the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in 

1961. Unfortunately Mr. Hunt's interesting background 

cannot be described any further since he has refused 

to talk to both the press and the F.B.I. 
Apparently then, the C.I.A. and the anti-Castro Cu- 

ban movement which possibly played so prominent a role 

in the assassinations of ?resident Kennedy and Martin Lu- 
ther King is involved not. only in the background: of 

the five arrested men but also extends to a to level 

of the Republicen Party in'the person of Hovi-tr'' Hunt. 
As a final footno 	to tili2 article, the susr,ect3 



arrested in Democ!ratic National headquarters had with 
them a map of Senator McGovern's headquarters in .Beni 
with the fire escapes marked. 

It is evident that any business these gentlemen 

might have bean conducting with jenator McGovern in 
Miami would require a rather hasty retreat. 

A hasty retreat from what? 
These things can't happen in America, but 	 
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Honorable Lou Frey, Jr. 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Congressman: 

Your communication transmitting a letter fro  
with further reference to the assassination of former President 
John P. Kennedy has been referred to me. 

As has been publicly reported, Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation Director Clarence Kelley stated that the Bureau had 
reviewed all the evidence which is being currently discussed 
and has no intention of reopening the investigation. The Warren 
Commission findings were confirmed. 

I hope that this information will be of assistance to you 
in responding to your constituent. Your enclosure is returned 
as requested. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN C. KEZNEY 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

Files 
Rigdon 
Keeney 
OLA Room 1339 



LOU FREY. JR. 	 .• 
• 911.04mmr.Fummb' 214 CANNON HOUS.. 

WASHINGTON, D.L. 

AREA CODE 202. 225-3b, 

10 BREVARD AVENUE 

COCOA, FLORIDA 32922 

300 NORTH HARBOR CITY BOULEVARD 

MELBOURNE, FLORIDA 32933 

1040 WOODCOCK ROAD, Sum 222 

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803 

OSCAR F. JUAREZ 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

commmrecs: ' 

SCIENCE ANb TECHNOLOGY 

INTERSTATE AND 
FOREIGN COMMERCE 

Congrez5of Or Elnittb atate 
3potte of 1kepre5entatibe3 

Ella5bingtort, 	20515 

FeUruary Li, f73 

7C- 

"onora1a Joan C. 
•'.Ct:no 3istant ..ttorna7 General_ 
,artnent of Justice 
snin7ton, b. C. 2(..,530 

fear r. eeney: 

On January 27 -'au resnonded to my incuirn on aenalf of my 
constitue:It 	 concerninz t: investi7ation 
of clae assassi.lation of rrasio:It 

Enis resnonse 	relayed to 	 is convincuU 
tne Justice C2-artment ass. n.nt caLiar 	ie n:loto-7rac:is 
,D-elivcs reveal ,:iscra-2ancies. :ifs mos: recent letter to tnat 
effect is enclosed. Tnereforc, I 	Tr•eatly annreciate it 
if you could off.2r an 2::-Ilanation tnat 	sati3t7 :J... :acne 
tnat tJe conclusions of t-le Thrren r:c=ission arc arcurat7 
::Li -articular instance. 

I 	• )e.  ieo"1 7rntaful or 	as?istance 7ou can 

os: sincer217. 

Lou 7r -, jr. 

LF.Tr,P.:s 

:nclosuras 

• 

sp. 



February 2, 1975 

Honorable Lou Frey, Jr. 
U.S. House of Representatives 
214 Cannon House Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Frey: 

Thank you for forwarding to me the reply from the Justice (7) 
Department concerning my letter and article on the assassination of 
President Kennedy. However, the aforementioned reply is a gross 
insult to the intelligence of both of us. The letter is in fact 
merely a standard stock reply which is repeated verbatim to anyone 
who questions the conclusions of the Warren Commission. 

The statement in the second paragraph that the author of the 
article which I sent you does not have any new evidence is simply 
not true. Specifically, if you will examine photograph #2 taken 
by photographer Beers in the afternoon of November 22nd you will 
see three boxes stacked one on top of the other, too high for a 
rifle to be aimed downward. Whereas, the official photo in the 
Warren Report, taken later in the day after the Beers photo, shows 
the boxes stacked only two high with the third box placed on the 
window sill. Moreover, all the boxes have been turned around. The 
evidence has clearly been tampered with to create a "sniper's nest." 
And yet Mr. Keeney of the Justice Dept. has the unmitigatergall to 
dismisg this as no new evidence. The attitude of the Justice Dept. 
seems to be, "Our minds are made up. Please do not confuse us with 
any new facts or evidence." 

Under the circumstances, therefore, I believe that I have the 
right to insist that the Justice Department explain the discrep-
ancy between the two photographs: 1. Jack Beer's photo taken about 
4 P.M. and 2. The official Warren Report photo taken later in the 
day. 

/this blatant attempt to cover up the true facts concerning 
the assassination of a President of the United States by an agency 
of.the United States Government that is sworn to uphold the law is 
beyond my understanding. 

Sincerely yours, 



The Framing of Lee Harvey Oswald 
Richard E. Sprague 
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 

"That is not a picture of me; it's my face, but my face has been superimposed — the 

rest of the picture is not me at all. I will prove that it is a fake." 

— Lee Harvey Oswald 

On November 22, 1963, in Dallas, Texas, Pres-
ident John F. Kennedy, while riding in an open 
limousine through Dealey Plaza and waving to the 
surrounding crowds, was shot to death. Lee Har-
vey Oswald. an ex-Marine, and former visitor to 
the Soviet Union, was arrested that afternoon in 
a movie theatre in another section of Dallas; 
that night he was charged with shooting President 
Kennedy from the sixth floor easternmost window 
of the Texas School Book Depository Building 
overlooking Dealey Plaza. This act Oswald de-
nied steadily through two days of questioning 
(no record of questions and answers was ever pre-
served). Two days later while Oswald was being 
transferred from one jail to another, he was shot 
by Jack Ruby, a Dallas night-club owner, in the 
basement of the Dallas police station, while mil-
lions of Americans watched on television. The 
commission of investigation, appointed by Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson, and headed by Chief Jus-
tice Earl Warren of the U.S. Supreme Court, pub-
lished its report in September 1964, and con-
cluded that Oswald was the sole assassin and that 
there was no conspiracy. 

In view of the authority of the Warren Commis-
sion, that conclusion was accepted by many Ameri-
cans for a long time. But the conclusion cannot 
be considered true by any person who carefully 
considers the crucial evidence -- such as the 
physics of the shooting, the timing of a number 
of events, and other important and undeniable 
facts. In other words, Oswald was not the sole 
assassin, and there was a conspiracy. 

Introduction 

On Saturday(November 23, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald 
said to his/Captors in his Dallas jail cell, "I'm a 
patsy". The president had been dead for a little 
over twenty four hours. Oswald had by then been 
charged Kith his murder. Few, if any, people at-
tached much significance to Oswald's remark at that 
time, or for some period of time afterward. Ten 
years later many Americans said the statement was 
typical of the lies Oswald told before his death and 
after his arrest. 

Yet, in that one short phrase Oswald neatly 
summed up the essence of the most remarkable murder 
in the history of the United States. 	It was re- 
markable not only because Oswald was framed, but 
also because the truth about who framed him and why 

remains hidden from the American public and avoided 
by the American press after ten years. 

This article examines the evidence showing that 
Oswald was "a patsy"; explores the possibilities of 
who framed him and why; and deals with his probable 
role in the assassination of President Kennedy. 

"I'm a Patsy" 

The Oswald remark is on target. He was a patsy. 
That is to say, he was unknowingly framed as the 
lone assassin of the president. Evidence was manu-
factured, an assassination site was created, and ev-
idence was planted in such a manner that Oswald 
would be judged to be the assassin. All of this 
happened without his knowledge, even though he knew 
there was to be an assassination, and had reported 
this fact to the FBI. 

Early Indications 

The earliest indications of framing came from Os-
wald himself. In the light of ten years of collect-

ing and analyzing evidence, it is now clear that every 
statement Oswald made in jail was true. Three of 
his statements are important here. First, he said, 
"I didn't kill anybody". Second, he said, "I'm a 

patsy". Third, he said, "That's not a picture of 
me; it's my face, but my face has been superimposed 
-- the rest of the picture is not me at all. I will 
prove that it is a fake." The latter statement was 
made when he was shown a photograph of himself pur-
portedly taken by Marina Oswald in the back yard of 
their house in Irving, Texas. The photo showed Os-
wald standing near a fence holding a rifle in one 
hand, a copy of the Daily Worker in the other hand, 
and wearing a pistol on his hip. 

All three of these statements were true. The 
second and third statements pointed toward his being 
framed. Had the Warren Commission cared to look 
very hard. they could have followed these sugges-
tions by Oswald and discovered evidence of framing. 
As we shall see, researchers have done just exactly 

that. 

The Evidence Against Oswald 

In order to examine evidence of framing, it is 
first necessary to review the evidence purportedly 

showing that Oswald assassinated President Kennedy. 
The evidence cited by the Warren Commission as hard 
core evidence is as follows: 

1. A "sniper's nest" was found near a window on 
the sixth floor of the Texas School Depository 
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Building (TSUB) where P'—̀ 1d worked. 
2. The 'sixth floor window 	the TSB)) had a clear 

view of the area in front of the building 
. where the shots struck' the President. 
3. Oswald was seen on the sixth floor prior to 

the assassination. 
4. .Oswald's rifle was found among some cartons on 

the sixth floor of the building. 

5. Three shells were found on the floor beside 
the window. Tests proved the shells had been 
ejected from Oswald's rifle. 

6. A bullet was found at Parkland Hospital on or 
near the stretchers of Governor Connally and 
President Kennedy. Tests proved this bullet 
had been fired from Oswald's rifle. 

7. Two photographs of Oswald holding rifle and 
Daily Worker and wearing a pistol were found 
in a box in the garage at his house in Irving, 
Texas. 

8. A witness, Howard Brennan, saw a man fire 
shots from the sixth floor window. Brennan 
subsequently identified Oswald in a line-up 
as the man he had seen. 

9. Two witnesses saw Oswald place a paper bag in 
his friend's car and subsequently one of the 
two saw him carry the bag into the TSBD. A 
bag made of paper available in the TSBD was 
found on the sixth floor. The Commission con-
cluded that Oswald had carried his rifle in 

the bag.* 
10. Oswald's palm print was found on one of the 

boxes in the window upon which he presumably 
rested the butt end of his rifle and his hands 
and arms. 

11. Bullet fragments found in the President's lim-
ousine matched Oswald's rifle. 

The Sixth Floor Window 

One single fact, proved beyond any reasonable 
doubt by photographic evidence alone, is enough to 
start anyone interested in the truth, on the path 
toward evidence of a frame-up. That fact is: "No 
one fired any shots from the sixth floor window of 

the TSB1)". 

The proof of this fact was largely given in an 
article by the author on the photographic evidence 

of the Kennedy assassination.)  In summary, the 

proof consists of a series of photographs of the 
window and of the President taken at the time of the 
assassination. These photos show that the window 
was empty at the time the shots were fired and that 
a large oak tree blocked the view from the window 
at the time of the first shot. Two of these photos 
(26 and 27) are reproduced herein. 

Additional proof is offered herein by photographs 
1 through 5. Photo 21 is the official police, FBI, 

and Warren Commission exhibit-
, 
 showing the "snip-

er's nest" and the positions of the boxes surround-
ing the sixth floor window. The photograph was 
taken by'Dallas police photographer, Robert Stude-
baker it approximately 6 p.m., November 22, 19o3. 
The time can be confirmed not only by Studebaker's 
testimony3  but also by the lack of shadows in the 
photo, and the appearance of dusk outside the win-
dow in this and other photos taken by Studebaker'at 
the same time. 

Photo 22 was taken by Dallas Morning News pho-
tographer Jack Beers, of the "sniper's !Lest" and the 

The expression 'Oswald's Rifle" will'he used herein 
to mean the rifle found on the sixth floor uf the De- 
pository Building. 	There is still considerable doubt 
as to whether it was actually Oswald's rifle and 

which rifle it was. 

boxes at 4 p 	• November 22, 1(:63.4  'fhe time of 
this photo c, 	,e determined from Jack Beers' test- 
imony and from the shadow angles in this photo and 
234  taken at the same time. 

A careful examination and comparison of the Beers 
and Studebaker photos will'show that the boxes were 
all moved between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. The three boxes 
piled one en top of the other near the window were 
changed to form two piles with a sloping angle such 
as would be found if a rifle were to be rested on 
them and pointed downward out the window. The Com-
mission concluded that Oswald rested the block of the 
rifle on top of the two boxes and the barrel on the 
single box. 

In the Beers photo, the wall of boxes shown on the 

left were moved back from the three boxes in the 

window in order to allow more room for a sniper to 
stand, kneel or sit. The Commission concluded that 
Oswald had enough room to sit or stand. One of the 
boxes in the solid wall was moved out and placed in 
the position where a sniper could have been sitting 
on it as he aimed his rifle. The police, FBI and 
Warren Commission concluded Oswald sat on that box. 

The circle drawn on the upper of the two boxes 
piled in the window in the Studebaker photo indi-
cates a palm print of Oswald which the Commission 
concluded was imprinted when he fired the rifle. 

To complete the frame it was necessary to raise 
the window to the fully open position shown in both 

photos 21 and 22. Photo 23 by Beers shows the view 

Oswald would have had looking out of the window to-
ward the spot where the shots struck the President 
on Elm St. The exception to the real situation in 
this photo, and the clinching piece of evidence that 
no one fired any shots from that window, is the rel-
ative position of the top of the third box and the 

bottom of the raised window. 

In photo 23 the window is completely open, as it 
is in photos 21 and =2. However, at the tine of the 
shots, the window was only half way open (i.e., open 
half as far as it would go). This is proved by pho-
to =4 taken by James Murray, Black Star photogra-
pher, less than 15 minutes after the shots were 
fired. It is also confirmed by photo 25 taken by 
Jack Beers about 15 minutes after the shots were 

fired. 

Both of these photos were taken before anyone 
moved the window or the box showing in the window. 

Photo 26 taken by Robert Hughes and photo -77 

taken by Tom Dillard were reprinted in the May 1970 
article, and substantiate the fact tat neither box 
nor window were moved by the time of the Willis and 

Murray photos. The Hughes photo was taken 5.7 sec-
onds before the first shot and the Dillard photo 
was taken 3.5 seconds after the last shot. 

All four photos prove that the window bottom was 
too close to the top of the top box in the pile of 
three boxes to allow a rifle with telescopic sight 
to extend out of the window in the manner described 
by the Warren Commission. The dotted line in the 
Beers photo 23 shows where the bottom of the winnow 
was at the time of the shots. The gray silhouette 
area above the box shows how high the rifle with 
telescopic sight would have been if it had been 
resting on top of the box. 

The question might arise as to whether the boxes 
were moved twice; once from their true position into 
the positions shown in the Beers photo :2 at 1 p.m., 
and a second time back into their original positiens 

as shown in the Studebaker photo 21 at a p.m. For 
this to have happened, whoever moved the boees would 
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haVe to have moved the entire en 	f boxes up clos- 
er te the window for Beers, and then moved them bark 
again for Studebaker. This seems highly unlikely - 
since it was known that Beers, a news photographer, 
would probably publish his photos. if a sniper's 
nest really had existed at the time of the shots. 
it seems unlikely that the boxes would have been 
moved into positions eliminating that sniper's nest 
so that Beers could take a photo of them. 

The clincher on this point is the comparison be-
tween the four photos (4, 5, o and 7) of the box in 
the window from the outside, against Beers' two pho-
tos (2 and 3) and Studebaker's photo 11). The up-
per corner of the box is the point on which to fo- 
• cus. Compare the horizontal and vertical position 

of the corner with respect to the sides and top and 
bottom of the window, as well as the position with 
respect to the window sill in the distance from 
the edge of the sill. 

The Beers' photos of the box corner match. The 
Studebaker photo does not match. Beers' photos show 
the true position of the box at the time of the 
shots. Beers photo =18 shows how tight the space 
was between the wall of boxes and the three boxes in 
the window. Here there was no room for any of the 
three newsmen or Beers and the second cameraman to 
stand between the boxes and the window while the 
Dallas police official was standing there. In this 
photo, the window is still only half way open. 

The Frame•Up 

Once the conclusion has been reached that no one 
fired shots from the sixth floor window, all of the 
evidence pointing to Oswald firing shots from the 
window becomes suspect. It seems logical to care-
fully examine each piece of evidence to see whether 
it could have been planted, and to examine other 
evidence to see whether Oswald was framed and how. 
The Warren Commission certainly did not do this. 

There is no indication that the FBI or the Dallas 

police did either. Each piece of evidence against 
Oswald will now be examined in this way. 

The "Sniper's Nest" 

The foregoing section on the photographs of the 
"sniper's nest" clearly indicates there was no 
"sniper's nest" at the time the shots were fired. 
The boxes in the window were randomly stacked from 
the earlier part of the day. A floor repair crew 
had moved them over to the southeast corner while 
working in the southwest corner of the sixth floor. 

Someone moved the boxes and rearranged them to 
look like a "sniper's nest" between 4 p.m. and b 
p.m. on November 22, 19o3. 

The Clear View from the Sixth Floor Window 

As has been illustrated, there was no clear view 
from the sixth.fdoor window of the positions on Elm 
St. where the'President was located when he was hit. 
At the time of the first shot, a large elm tree 

blocked the view. At all times during the shots. 
not enough space existed between the top one of 
three boxes and the bottom of the half open window 
for a rifle with telescopic sight to fit through the 
opening. 

Oswald's Presence on the Sixth Floor 

Several other authors, notably Mark Lane in Hush 
to Judgement,' and Sylvia Meagher in Accessories  
After the Fact,° have destroyed Inc credibility of 
any evidence that Oswald was on the sixth floor of 
the 'MU at the time of the shots. In summary, 
their conclusions based on available evidence from 
Warren Commission documents point. to Oswald being on  

the first floor . 	,ocond floor•  in a lunchroom area 
of the building at the time the shots were fired. 
No witnesses saw him on the sixth floor for nearly 
half an hour before the shots, while three witnesses 
saw him on the first and second floors about 15 min-
utes before the shots and within a minute or two 
after the shots. Oswald himself said he was on the 
first floor when the shots were fired and on the 
second floor when police officer Baker and Roy Truly 
of the TSBD management met him drinking a coke. 

Oswald's Rifle 

There is little question in the mind of most re-
searchers that Oswald's rifle was found on the sixth 
floor almost one hour after the shots were fired. 
There is considerable doubt, however, about how the 
rifle got there, who brought it into the building, 
how it was obtained from Oswald's house, and how and 
when the bullet and three shells were fired and 
ejected from it. As was pointed out earlier, if the 
conclusion is reached that no one fired shots from 
the sixth floor window, then evidence of planting of 
the rifle, shells, and bullet becomes interesting. 

The Commission concluded that Oswald carried the 
rifle into the building in a brown paper bag which 
was made of materials available in the TS3D. This 
conclusion is based on testimony from Buell Wesley 
Frazier, Oswald's associate who drove him to work-
that morning, and Frazier's sister, Annie May 
Randle. Both of them saw Oswald put a package about 
two feet long in the back seat of Frazier's car. 
Frazier saw Oswald carry the package into the build-

ing. 

Oswald claimed the package contained curtain rods 
for his room in Oak Cliff. He lived in a room by 
himself during the week. The Dallas police claimed 
that a paper bag was found on the floor near the 
window and that this was the bag Oswald used to 
carry in the gun. 

The police, FBI, and Warren Commission were un-
able to produce a photograph of the bag lying on the 
floor. The best they could do was Studebaker Ex-
hibit F shown in photo =8. It has a dotted line 
showing where the bag was lying when it was sup-
posedly found. 

Photo g9 shows Dallas policeman:  Lt. Montgomerey, 
carrying the purported Oswald bag out of the TSBD. 
This photo, taken by Jack Beers, also was snapped at 
3:30 p.m. The time can be established by other 
photos taken by Beers at the same time which show 
the time of day on the Hertz clock atop the TSBD. 
Also, Beers' stateme:Its confirm the time. 

Two questions arise: why is the bag more than 
four feet long when Frazier and his sister said it 

was no longer than two feet? The second question is 
why are there no official police photos of the bag 
inside the building, and why did it take the police 
so long to remove it (around 3 hours) from the 

building? 

One possible answer to all of these questions is 
that Oswald carried real curtain rods into the 
building and someone else carried the rifle in. 
Someone manufactured the large paper bag from ma-
terials in the TSBD between 12:30 p.m. when the 
shots were fired, and 3:30 p.m. when the bag was 
carried out. Whoever made the bag constructed it 
long enough to enclose the rifle assembled (AO in-
ches), not realizing that it should be shorter for 
a disassembled rifle. No photo of the bag on the 
floor exists because the hay was never there. 

Photo gI0, taken by Gene Daniels of Black Star, 
proves that Oswald's room was in need of curtains. 



It shows his landlady on Sat 	i morning, November 
23, putting up curtains in Oswald's room. Daniel's 
statement confirms the time•and he also stated'.hat 
the landlady would not let him in. He sneaked in 
with a reporter and snapped the photo without the 
landlady's knowledge. There were curtain rods in 
'Oswald's garage and what's more, they were just the 
right length, 27h inches long.' 

The entire episode of the rifle, the bag, the 
curtain rods, and the official police story smells 
highly of frame-up. As to how the rifle was re-
moved from Oswald's room and fired, with a whole 
bullet plus three shells being recovered to be sub-
sequently planted, no evidence has been brought 

forth. Two possible explanations will be explored. 
First, that someone did fire the bullet into a re-
coverable material prior to the assassination. 
Someone did remove the rifle from the Paine garage 
where Oswald kept it. Someone did carry the rifle 
into the building and plant it in the area near the 
stair well. Someone did plant the shells on the 
floor near the sixth floor window. Someone did 
plant the bullet in Parkland Hospital. Someone did 
manufacture the paper bag. 

The second explanation is that someone fired 
three shots with Oswald's rifle from another loca-
tion and then planted the rifle and the shells after 
the assassination. This will be discussed in more 
detail at the end of this article. 

The Three Shells 

Photo :11 is the official picture of the police, 
FBI, and Commission, showing the three shells lying 
on the floor near the window. There are two pieces 
of evidence proving this was frame-up planted evi-
dence. The first is the statement of Roger Craig, 
deputy sheriff of Dallas County.8  Craig was with 
the first group of officials arriving on the sixth 
floor. He saw the shells lying neatly stacked 
against the wall of the building, about three inches 
apart and parallel to each other perpendicular to 
the wall. In other words, not at all in the posi-
tions shown in the Studebaker photo (which was taken 
at 6 p.m.) and not at all in random positions as 
they would have been if they had been ejected from 
a rifle. 

The second piece of evidence is a recent Commis-
sion document indicating that only two shells were 
found on the floor.9  

The indications are that one person or group 
planted the shells on the floor without realizing 
they should be scattered randomly. A second person 
or group scattered them and added a third shell to 
match the rent of the frame-up story in time for 
Studebaker tl take the photo at 6 p.m. 

Bullet 399 

The bullet found at Parkland Hospital which was 
fired from Oswald's rifle has been variously la-
beled: bullet399 (because it became Commission Ex-
hibit 399); "The Magic Bullet" (because it would 
have had to perform magic tricks to have done every-
thing the Warren Commission concluded it did); and 
the "Bastard Bullet". 

The latter title was awarded by Ray Marcusl° in 
a thorough scientific analysis proving that it was 
planted in the hospital. Other author's, Josiah 
Thompsonil and Robert Cutler,12  have also shown it 
was a planted bullet, and Harold Weisberg13  has 
speculated about a Cuban working in Parkland Hospi-
tal who may have planted it. A second possible ex-
planation of how that bullet reached l'arkland Hos-
pital is given at the end of this article. 

The impli 	ions of this evidence framing Oswald 
are widespre.. , First, someone had to gain access 
to Oswald's garage in advance of the assassination. 
Second, someone had to'plan the'frame-up well enough 
to fire the bullet and then to recover it and plant 
it in whatever hospital the President might have 
been taken for treatment. Parkland was the logical 
choice with the assassination being executed in 
Dealey Plaza. since it was directly on the route via 
the Stemmons Freeway to the Trade Mart where the 
President was scheduled to speak. The bullet could 
have been planted elsewhere, however, if plans had 
changed. The hospital planting was not accomplished 
with much finesse since the bullet was recovered 
from an area near Governor Connally's stretcher 
rather than from President Kennedy's stretcher di-
rectly. 

The prime reason to believe the bullet was plant-
ed is its pristine condition. The Commission con-
cluded the bullet passed through President Kennedy 
and three parts of Governor Connally, striking bone 
in several places, and deflecting its trajectory, 
leaving many. more grains of material than were ac-
tually missing. Cutler also shows that the bullet 
would have had to make two nearly right angle turns 
and have paused for a good fraction of a second in 
mid-air between Kennedy and Connally. 

The second possible explanation of the bullet's 
pristine condition is that it actually did hit Pres-
ident Kennedy in the back, but penetrated only to 
finger depth and later fell out of his back or 
clothing in the hospital. 

The Fake Photographs 

One of the most blatant portions of the Oswald 
frame-up were the two photographs of him plantea in 
a box in his garage at the Paine house in Irving 
sometime before they were "found" by the police on 
Saturday afternoon, November 23. 

A comprehensive study of the two photographs 
(which were published in Life magazine) has been 
made by researcher Fred Newcombl4  in California. A 

forty slide presentation analyzing many features in 
the two photos proves conclusively that they were 
both fakes. Someone superimposed a photo of Os-
wald's head on two photos of a body of another per-
son who was photographed holding a rifle and a copy 
of the Daily Worker  and wearing a pistol. 

Photos =12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are reprints from 
Newcomb's slide series. Photo =12 shows the two 
fake pictures as printed in Life magazine in 1964. 
Photo =13 shows the real chin of Oswald compared 
to the chin in the fake pictures. It is obvious 
that the chin, sans cleft, belongs to someone else. 
Photo =14 showing the head in both fake pictures, 
makes it clear that the Oswald head photo was joined 
to the oth-r body just above the chin. 

Photo.-  15 and 16 show that the two body lengths 
differ by about a foot when the two heads are made 
to match exactly. The nose shadows in photo =12 
are vertical while the body shadows fall at an 
angle. The ring on the body in photo 12 is on the 
wrong hand. Oswald always wore his ring on the 
other hand. 

There are a number of other points indicating 
that Oswald was right when he said the photos were 
faked. 

Someone photographed a man standing in Os.al•J's 
backyard with the two guns and the Daily 'icor'-:,r 

Someone obtained a photo of Oswald's head an,i using 
photographic techniques made two composition photos. 
Someone planted the two photos in Uswaid's garage 
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Photo 1. Studebaker, Exhibit J — Warren Commission Exhibits,  
XXI, Page 649, "Sniper's Window" 	 v 

Photo 2. Jack Beers Photo — Dallas 
Morning News, "Sniper's Window" 
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Photo 1 Jack Beers Photo — Dallas 
Morning News, "View Out of Window" 
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